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About This Game

I'm sure you remember this game. It was the first soccer game that made you smell the grass and feel on your leg after every
foul. You were playing from virtually any perspective with smooth and fast camera action that got you in the game. Its

interactive technology didn't look better, but it played better. You do remember, don't you?

Choose from 44 international teams and select the position you want to play. Try head to head or alternating play modes for one
or two players and even more multiplayer fun?

Feel the soccer once again.

The first football game to utilize 3D graphics; also known as Actua Soccer

Create your own team and customize it to suit your preferences

Play with up to 15 of your friends!
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Title: VR Soccer '96
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1996

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 162.4 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please be advised that Windows 10 operating system will receive frequent hardware driver and software
updates following its release; this may affect game compatibility

English
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Multiplayer doesn't work.. I have never before played a game like this. I don't know why, but it drew my attention.
And I am glad I bought it. I have spent 3 hours already and I still want to play.

I miss a hand above my head though, there's no map, there's not a lot of explanation, there's no logbook/journal to find out what
missions you accepted. I don't mind, I played games in the 80s, but I must admit that it would make this game more playable.
Too bad for me that I'm too lazy to take notes myself.

Still, for the price, I think this is a very good game and I think I will play it more.. Miss advertised, looks nothing like trailer,
runs slow, very laggy, needs XP compatibility set to the ducatti.exe, terribly optimized. Utter garbage and a blatant lie from the
pictures and videos.

Falsely advertised.

DO NOT BUY.

My System Specs:
- Power Supply: Corsair TX 850w PSU
- CPU: AMD Piledriver FX-8 8350 4.00GHz @ 4.60GHz (Overclocked) Eight Core CPU
- Motherboard: Asus Crosshair V Formula Z 990FX (Socket AM3+) DDR3 Motherboard
- Cooler: Antec 920 Kuhler CPU Cooler
- RAM: TeamGroup Elite 16GB (2x8GB) 1600MHz C11 DDR3 Dual Channel Kit
- Hard Drive: Intel Core 330 Series 120GB SSD & Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 2TB SATA 6Gb\/s 64MB Cache HDD
- Graphics Card: 2 x ATI Radeon HD 7970 3072MB Graphics Card (Crossfire)

And this game still runs like a dog with one leg at around 6 FPS.
Seems to blend between frames with a nice fade effect.
. Easier than previous installments, but still very enjoyable. More Achievements would have been nice, especially because I like
the style of these a lot.. First Game I played on steam. But hey Better then the N64
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Had fun would play again. If you liked X3 or space merchant sims you will probably enjoy this game. It at a very reasonable
price and will give you enough to do that will feel satisying to any itching space-sim fans.
I've taken a few screenshots of my journey so far while enjoying the sights. Here's my opinions on the game;
-it's got an indie feel,
-the graphics are a sort of photorealitistic and look stunning as far as I've explained in my 15 hours or so in the game.
- UI is simple but not without depth where its due. Navigating menus seems streamlined and makes playing the game with a
controller easier without having to click down small text lists. I play on M+KB and find the game is very comfortable to play
- The music is a chilling and lonely ambience which has kept me feeling like a real space merchant as my auto dock approachs
the next station.
- It's also fairly automated as you progress and makes making money pretty quickly. You can also build stations and have fleets
of ships at your command.
- It's a just-one-more mission kind of game
- Has a useful tutorial
- My only suggestion is to add steam workshop for the game and let modders add stuff in!

I feel I've already seen enough to be able to recommend it to any X3 or space sim fan who needs a game to tide them over until
the next big space sim giant comes out on PC. I'm happy to support the devs. I reckon if you buy the game you probably won't
hate it. Happy trading.. great game ,recommend for anyone. Terribly disappointing. Mobile game, nothing like tetris except
similar shapes.. A super fun game, its only $2 for a few hours of fun. Amazing job!. This was not a good game, sorry. It is
boring, pedantic and predictable with poor graphics, controls that can't be reconfigured, almost no gameplay instructions that
make sense...I could go on. Combine that with the inability to jump or manuver past up\/down\/right\/left, and you have a huge
yawner. On top of that, for some reason if you don't skip the beginning part of the game...the story, there is a better than fifty
fifty chance you will see the island blown up and get the credits rolling through the screen. Credits mind you, you must CNTRL,
ALT, DEL to skip as ESC won't get you out. Got to get those accolades in folks. I know this is a rather harsh critique and I don't
usually post them but with all the hype about this game, you would have thought it was something special, something worth
paying for. It wasn't until I bought and paid for it...money I can't get back for this piece of cr*p, that I found out just how bad it
really is. The reason for the criticism is to hopefully keep someone else from making the same mistake. Buy Styx with your
money, buy Thief, Dishonored if you want stealth, heck, buy Dark Messiah of Might and Magic...a fairly challenging D and D
for a challenge with about the same level of graphics but some interesting gameplay, but please, don't invest your hard earned
dollars in Cypress Inheritance. This beginning should also be it's end.
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